Spy Escape Room Hints & Answer Key

*If the hints from the puzzle weren’t enough, here is how they should be solved! Check the second page for the answer key if you still can’t get the right solution.*

**How the puzzle should be solved:**

1. Number of coins + order of coins by color going Z-A.


3. Counterclockwise order, starting with the X on the map. Use color wheel on right side.

4. 9+1=10, 10-7=answer.

5. White pawn, Black Queen, Black rook are on top. White Rook, Black Bishop, White Bishop on bottom. White King on side. The letter where the four are standing at spell the answer.

6. Numbers that aren't visible, add them up for each dice to get the answer.

7. Painting is looking at you and the quote mentions before the puzzles mentions seeing things through new eyes. Click on painting eyes and you will be directed to an ASCII table. The code underneath the paintings spells word in hex.
Answer Key:

1. Answer: 3174
2. Answer: planet
3. Answer: Up, Right, Up, Left, Down, Down
4. Answer: 3
5. Answer: cage
6. Answer: 769
7. Answer: agent